Launch of Development Fund
The SILC Group is very pleased to announce the launch of the Adelaide CBD Landmark Investment Fund (Fund).
MAI Funds Management Pty Ltd (MAI Funds Management), a Corporate Authorised Representative of The SILC
Group, is the Investment Manager, and The SILC Group is the Trustee and Administrator of the Fund.

About the Adelaide CBD Landmark Investment Fund
The Fund is an unregistered managed investment scheme which represents an opportunity to invest in a large-scale
landmark project exposure in the Adelaide CBD undertaken by ICD Property (ICD), the property development
subsidiary under MAI Group.
Key features of investing in the Fund include:
•

Stable project exposure with market cycle resilience - the Adelaide market has shown steady historical growth
compared to other Australian capital cities.

•
•
•

Core asset characteristics mitigating risk - the Fund focuses on core asset exposure in the Adelaide CBD, highly
sought after across both residential and commercial markets.
Sound risk management and governance - the Fund will maintain a robust risk management system to ensure
the exclusive usage of the funds will be guided by a set of pre-conditions, and will actively provide ongoing
governance across key areas of project delivery.
Flexible structure and income benefit - a fixed return with periodic distributions provides investors with
ongoing income from the investment. Multiple exit strategies also have been planned to maximise risk adjusted
return for investors.

The Fund seeks to achieve stable risk-adjusted returns (10% - 15% per annum) over the medium-term. The Fund
may be suitable to investors who are seeking capital preservation in the current economic cycle while deriving
stable income and potential capital growth.

About the Investment Manager
MAI Funds Management, a subsidiary of the MAI Group family office founded in 2009 in Melbourne, is an Australianbased fund management company dedicated to sourcing, managing and growing its high-quality investment asset
portfolio on behalf of its domestic and international investors. The company is focused on creating investment
opportunities for its investors across the spectrum of real-estate based debt and equity. Led by an in-house team of
investment professionals with deep property and investment experience, MAI Funds Management retains highly
valued strategic partnerships with influential figures and leading institutions across both Australia and China. The
company’s benchmark for success is embodied through meaningful outcomes and continued prosperity with their
partners and stakeholders.
Steve Yang, Deputy Managing Director of MAI Funds Management noted that, “In facing the turbulent economy in
2020, we continue to adhere to the philosophy of “strict risk control for enduring and steady wins”. Under such premise,
MAI Funds Management has carefully evaluated and undertaken due diligence of ICD’s project pipeline to ensure asset
selection is in line with our current investment strategy and exhibits strong market cycle resilience and value appreciation
potential.”

Koby Jones, the Managing Director of The SILC Group commented that, “With an outstanding track record in
developing several projects across Australia including Aspire Melbourne, EQ Tower and Highett in Melbourne, MAI Group
once again presents an exciting opportunity to invest in a landmark redevelopment projects in one of Australia’s fastestgrowing cities. Given the uncertainties during the market cycle recovery, the Adelaide CBD Landmark Investment Fund is
highly favoured in the current market together with the “strict risk control” philosophy of the Investment Manager team
which will bring higher credibility and performance to the Fund.
The SILC Group is very pleased to be able to work with MAI Funds Management again, together with the Fund’s legal
advisor Hall & Wilcox in establishing the Fund. We congratulate the team on the launch of the Fund and look forward to
seeing further opportunities and growth with MAI Group.”
If you would like further information regarding MAI Funds Management or the Fund, please contact The SILC
Group on +61 3 9600 2828 or via investors@silcgroup.com.au

The SILC Group
The SILC Group (AFSL No 407100) is a multi-faceted financial solutions provider focussed on
the unique needs of discerning wholesale and sophisticated clients. Our experienced team
of specialists can provide you with greater access to traditional and alternative investment
opportunities.
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MAI Capital
MAI Capital is the investment house for the MAI Group, a Family Office dedicated to integrating
core resources in property and logistics to create successful investments in market-leading
opportunities. MAI Capital’s focus and persistence spans across trusted product offerings in
funds management, venture capital, and cross-border investments in Australia, New Zealand,
and China.
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